El Paso Natural Gas Company
Website: www.kindermorgan.com

El Paso Natural Gas Company
and Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America
a Kinder Morgan company

Curtis Yazzie
84 El Paso Circle
Gallup, NM 87301
Phone: (505) 722-3605

John Robertson
HCR3 Box 51
Denver City, TX 79323
Phone: (806) 592-4150

Richard Najera
4305 National Park Hwy.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Phone: (575) 234-5407

Dell Ford
5410 South Bell, Suite 600
Amarillo, TX 79109
Phone: (806) 731-8910

Lucas Moreno
6 Petro Drive
Roswell, NM 88201
Phone: (575) 627-5636

Rodney Williams
98 Turbine Rd
Belen, NM 87002
Phone: (505) 864-5875

Chris Terrell
2316 W. Bender Blvd.
Hobbs, NM 88240
Phone: (575) 492-3128

EMERGENCY CONTACT:
1-800-334-8047
PRODUCTS/DOT GUIDEBOOK ID#/GUIDE#:

Natural Gas (Compressed) 1971
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NEW MEXICO
COUNTIES OF OPERATION:
Chaves
Cibola
Lea
Lincoln

McKinley
Socorro
Torrance
Valencia

_______________________________________
Changes may occur. Contact the operator to
discuss their pipeline systems and areas of
operation.
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OUR EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Key Components of the El Paso
Pipeline Group’s Safety Program
The El Paso Pipeline Group invests
substantial human and financial
resources in efforts to ensure the
integrity of its system. We feel the
best emergency response system
begins with prevention and continuous
monitoring. However, in the event of
an emergency, we implement welldefined and extensively tested response
plans. Here’s an outline of El Paso
Pipeline Group’s emergency response
preparedness program:
What does the El Paso Pipeline
Group do in an emergency?
We first determine necessary steps
to protect life and property, and we
call 911. Our immediate next step is
to isolate the affected section of pipe,
shut off the flow of gas, and allow the

remaining gas, which is lighter than air,
to dissipate. Concurrently, we assemble
a team of experts from various areas of
our company to address the emergency.
Our main concern is the safety of the
community and the response team.
Once all safety issues are addressed,
we begin assessing any property
damage resulting from the incident.
Further, we preserve the integrity of the
site and work closely with local, state,
and federal agencies to determine the
cause of the incident and appropriate
remedial measures.
What do the El Paso Pipeline Group’s
emergency response plans cover?
The plans outline the steps to be taken in
the event of a fire, rupture, major leak, or
serious incident occurring at or near one
of our facilities. The plans are developed
to prepare our employees and local
emergency response personnel to
handle emergency situations involving
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our facilities and to protect the public.
The plans outline the roles and
responsibilities of company, contractor,
and local response personnel.
Communication and cooperation with
local organizations are key components
of the emergency response plans, and
the feedback from these interactions is
used in the development and revision of
these plans.
How does the El Paso Pipeline
Group’s safety record compare to
others in the natural gas pipeline
business?
The El Paso Pipeline Group is a
leader in safety and compliance. The
company’s efforts include continuous
computer monitoring, ongoing visual
surveillance, corrosion protection,
and public awareness education. The
company dedicates thousands of hours
a month to maintaining safe and reliable
pipelines.
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PIPELINE MARKERS
Pipeline Markers: Identifying
pipelines across the United States
The El Paso Pipeline Group marks
all of its pipelines with the following
brightly colored pipeline markers. These
markers clearly identify the position of
the pipelines in the El Paso Pipeline
Group’s system, allowing all parties to
avoid construction or other activities that
could damage the pipeline.

For more information on the location of
El Paso Natural Gas pipelines, please
contact El Paso Natural Gas at the
following address:

El Paso Natural Gas Company
84 El Paso Circle
Gallup, NM 87301
505-722-3614

EL PASO PIPELINE GROUP
With security concerns raised after
September 11, El Paso Pipeline Group
is limiting distribution of detail maps.
However, you main obtain access
to view maps for these pipelines by
following the instructions at:
http://www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov
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